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SPECIAL VETERAN 7-9 YEARS (9 - 2 abs) 
 

 

1/ Byrne, Edwards & Howlet's - SIOCHANNA IRISH LEGEND ShCM (Irish Setter). 

Stood out in this class for overall balance and true outline. Unmistakable true Irish profile 

standing and on the move. Good angulation front and rear which showed on the move being very 

true. Lovely condition and very worthy Best Veteran. 

 
2/ Powell's, MADRELIATH'S RENATA (Weimaraner). 

 

 

3/ Taite's, GAYPLUME BOWLED OVER ShCM (Flatcoat). 
 

 

4/ Rose's, AZTECA APRIL QUEST ShCM (Golden Ret) 
 

 

5/ Gardiner's, Kilnrae BARLEY SUGAR (GSP) 
 
 
 

SPECIAL VETERAN 10+ YEARS (4 - 1 abs) 
 

 

1/ Gardiner's, KILNRAE GRETEL (GSP) 

Lovely example of the longevity of this breed as she pushed the much younger BV to the limit in 

the challenge, the only difference was that she was not quite so strong on the move. 

However, a pleasure to judge her in what is probably my favourite class and in every aspect she 

is a credit to her breed. 
 

 

2/ Carrington's, EDINGORSE LIMITED EDITION (Weimaraner) 

3/ Powell's, Madreliaths Nina (Weimaraner). 

FIELD TRIAL (2) 

 
1/ Dymond's, FRIARSBELLE MARSH MELLOW (GSP). 

Winner of a small but strong class. 

Well made throughout with good bone and angulation. Well muscled resulting in a sound positive 

movement. Nice in type presenting a very good picture. 
 
 
 

2/ Bagshaw's, CH CATJA VOM JUNKENHOFF (IMP DEU). (Brittany) 

SPECIAL WORKING (5 - 4 abs) 



1/ Barkley's, Sh Ch CHERRYHEATH'S MR MISCHIEF JW ShCM (WSS) 

Liked this boy a lot for his type and overall balance. Well put together in all departments and with 

good bone. 

Excellent in head and eye, showed well, being very true on the move where he was positive and 

true. 
 

 

BEST IN SHOW 
 

 

1/ Daltrey & Brooks, BANANADANCE MRS SIMPSON JW. (American Cocker). 

This girl really is a delight to to judge. 

Excellent in type having superb head, eye and expression. 

Good reach of neck into well laid shoulders, strong topline both standing and on the move where 

she was true and positive covering the ground with ease. Excellent presentation and could not be 

denied today by some strong opposition. 

 
2/ Bannister's, QUARR PERSUASION. (Sussex Spaniel). 

Excellent Sussex with a very promising future. Excelled in type being perfectly balanced and 

having the true Sussex movement. 

Very good in head, correct reach of neck, well angulated front and rear and well ribbed up. 

Condition and presentation was superb and very unlucky to meet such a strong BIS. 
 

 

3/ Powell's, MADRELIATHS OTIAGGIO (Bracco Italiano) 

4/ Ford's, SH CH SONNETEND IN TOUCH WITH COVERWELL (Field Spaniel) 

BEST PUPPY IN SHOW 

 
1/ Sandiford & Keen's, HERNWOOD LUNA ECLIPSE (Gordon Setter). 

For an exhibit to do so well under a breed judge at this level, it usually has to be something a bit 

special. 

At the moment this girl is that. 

Lovely in type and very feminine, she is well put together, straight in front and true on the move 

where she excelled being true from all angles. 

Super temperament and a real showgirl, has a promising future which I will watch with interest. 
 

 

2/ Barkley's, CHERRYHEATH’S MISS VELOCITY (WSS). 

Super Welsh and in many aspects the match of my winner. 

Pleasure to go over with everything perfectly placed and having a true Welsh outline. 

Shown in good condition and true on the move. 

The deciding factor today was that she was not quite so positive on the move but this could 

easily change on another day. 

 
3/ Ellcome's, WRAXHILL TOMB RAIDER (American Cocker). 



4/ Coode's, WARRINGAH'S  GULWARRA (Labrador). 


